TRIVIA QUIZ WITH THE MAD SCIENTISTS !
Franken-Quiz with performers Dean Howarth & Tony Casperite.
Want to match wits with two mad scientists? Topics in Science and Science Fiction are the themes
for Quizmasters, Dean Howarth and Tony Casperite. Sci-Fi has always intrigued curious minds and
we live in a scientific age where intelligent robots and missions to Mars really exist! Mix that
excitement with the popularity of pub quizzes and trivia nights and you have a marketable event
suitable for gatherings of curious visitors to conferences, planetariums, museums, etc.
Appearing in costume as two mad scientists, Tony and Dean, lead a
comical yet challenging trivia quiz that can be customized to suit the
audience. Questions might be about Professor Einstein or Doctor Who….
Jupiter or Krypton… Apollo 11 or the Millennium Falcon. At a time
where added attention is being given to STEM education, the “Frankenquiz” program can be a fun way to entertain AND educate audiences.
The interactive audio-visual quiz game can be catered so as to infuse
“real science” into a variety of other topics…Using Science Fiction as a
vehicle for Science Non-Fiction is just one way the Mad Scientists can
stimulate the brains of their captive specimens!

Tony Casperite, an illustrator and graphic artist, and Dean Howarth, a high school science teacher, have a
natural rapport based on a 40 year friendship. Tony’s creativity and Dean’s science background have been on
display most recently at the David M. Brown Planetarium (Arlington, VA) where their act featured in the
planetarium’s Sci-Fi Weekend - http://friendsoftheplanetarium.org/post/52/
The quiz program resembles the familiar and popular pub trivia
night concept, but is suited for any ages and any interest group.
The event is easy to put on and flexible in nature, requiring little
more than is expected for a guest speaker. Visual and audio can
be included as well. Dean & Tony can create quizzes for teacher
workshops, fan conventions, student gatherings, parties, or
forums.

Contact information for inquiries and bookings:
Dean Howarth resides and teaches in Northern VA and Tony Casperite lives in Bucks Co, PA. They can be
reached via email & phone. Opportunities throughout the mid-Atlantic region will be considered

d.e.howarth@hotmail.com

~ 703-671-9624

~

ajcasperite@gmail.com

www.livinghistoriesofscience.com

